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(57) Method, communication web service, web serv-
er, and client for providing communication service for IP
devices via Internet, wherein the communication web
service (CCL) is configured to be accessed by an adapter
service of a local IP network via an outbound HTTPS-con-
nection to a pre-defined URL pointing to a web server
which provides the communication web service (CCL),
wherein said adapter service is acting as a gateway for
fieldbus tools located in the local IP network; and wherein
the communication web service (CCL) is further config-

ured to be accessed by a gateway IP device of a further
local IP network via an outbound HTTPS-connection to
the pre-defined URL pointing to the web server which
provides the communication web service (CCL), wherein
the gateway IP device is interfaced to a fieldbus connect-
ing fieldbus devices; and wherein the communication
web service (CCL) is providing a tunnel connection be-
tween the adapter service and a fieldbus device to pro-
vide a fieldbus tool access to a fieldbus device.
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Description

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present invention relates generally to the
technical field of building management systems or build-
ing automation systems comprising a plurality of building
devices, e.g. IP devices or fieldbus devices. In particular
the present invention relates to a method, a communica-
tion web service, a web server, and a client for providing
network communication between IP devices via the In-
ternet.

BACKGROUND

[0002] A building automation system is an arrange-
ment for monitoring, open-loop control, and/or closed-
loop control of process variables in complex technical
systems in a building, or in a campus comprising a
number of buildings. A building automation system typi-
cally operates heating, ventilation and air-conditioning
systems, lighting and shading devices and also access
control, security and fire surveillance systems. In the
building automation system, process variables - such as
room air conditioning variables or events, for example -
are detected, evaluated, monitored, influenced or gen-
erated, with the energy consumption of the building or
campus also advantageously being optimized by the
building automation system.
[0003] Generally, a building automation system en-
compasses and operates a plurality of IP devices or field
devices, such as sensors and actuators. Examples of
typical field devices are temperature and humidity sen-
sors, air quality sensors, pressure sensors, flow meters,
electricity meters, heat meters, brightness sensors, fire
alarms, intrusion alarms, alarm or sprinkler devices,
drives for hot water valves, thermostat valves, ventilation
flaps or blinds, light switches, smart card readers or de-
vices for detecting biometric data. The building automa-
tion system typically comprises a plurality of software
modules, processes or programs, and in general, a
number of computers or processors for their activation
and also as a rule a plurality of open-loop and closed-
loop control devices as well as further devices, for exam-
ple devices for linking the building automation system to
external communication networks and graphical user in-
terfaces having screens for viewing and analysis of cap-
tured signals, video and data from monitored and/or con-
trolled points or elements within the building automation
system.
[0004] IP devices or IP-based devices are connected
via an IP-network (e.g. LAN) based on the Internet Pro-
tocol (IP). Fieldbus devices are connected via the respec-
tive underlying fieldbus protocol, e.g. Modbus, KNX, or
M-Bus. A fieldbus can be coupled to an IP network. A
building automation system typically comprises IP devic-
es and fieldbus devices, both of them acting as building
automation devices.

[0005] Often there is a need that IP devices assigned
to different and distant IP networks have to communicate.
Furthermore in building automation, various IP-based
software tools are used for engineering, configuration,
maintenance, browsing data, optimizations, data archiv-
ing, etc. These tools (e.g. engineering tools) were de-
signed to be used within the same network as the IP
devices or fieldbus devices. To save travel costs and
reaction time, secured and controlled remote access to
the sites (e.g. buildings) where the IP devices or fieldbus
devices are physically installed is desired.
[0006] Remote tool access today is accomplished by
introducing a virtual private network (VPN) connection
from the engineering office (where the tools are located)
to the site (building, where the respective IP devices or
fieldbus devices are located). VPN connections between
IP devices located in different networks require special
Hardware installation on site for VPN router and a dedi-
cated firewall configuration to allow inbound traffic on
VPN ports. Furthermore multiple VPN connections must
be initiated to provide access to various sites.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0007] The object of the invention is to provide an easy
to install and easy to use communication service between
IP devices located in different IP networks, and especially
to provide an easy to install and easy to use communi-
cation service between tools and fieldbus devices located
in different networks.
[0008] This object will be achieved by a method for
providing network communication between IP devices
via the Internet, wherein the IP devices are located in
different local IP networks, and wherein at least one of
the IP devices is a gateway IP device connected to a
fieldbus (e.g. KNX Bus), the method comprising:

- starting an adapter service within an IP network,
wherein the adapter service is configured to initiate
an outbound HTTPS-connection to a pre-defined
URL pointing to a web server which provides a com-
munication web service (CCL = Cloud Communica-
tion Layer), and wherein said adapter service is act-
ing as a gateway for fieldbus tools in the respective
IP network;

- initiating an outbound HTTPS-connection to the pre-
defined URL pointing to the web server which pro-
vides the communication web service (CCL) by a
gateway IP device which is interfaced to a fieldbus
connecting fieldbus devices; and

- creating a tunnel connection between the adapter
service and a fieldbus device via the communication
web service (CCL) to provide a fieldbus tool access
to a fieldbus device.

[0009] This object will be further achieved by a com-
munication web service (CCL) for providing communica-
tion service between IP devices via the Internet, wherein
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the communication web service (CCL) is configured to
be accessed by an adapter service of a local IP network
via an outbound HTTPS-connection to a pre-defined URL
pointing to a web server which provides the communica-
tion web service (CCL), wherein said adapter service is
acting as a gateway for fieldbus tools located in the local
IP network; and wherein the communication web service
(CCL) is configured to be accessed by a gateway IP de-
vice of a further local IP network via an outbound HTTPS-
connection to the pre-defined URL pointing to the web
server which provides the communication web service
(CCL), wherein the gateway IP device is interfaced to a
fieldbus connecting fieldbus devices; and wherein the
communication web service (CCL) is providing a tunnel
connection between the adapter service and a fieldbus
device to provide a fieldbus tool access to a fieldbus de-
vice.
[0010] The object is also achieved by a web server,
configured to host a communication web service (CCL)
for providing communication service between IP devices
via the Internet, wherein the communication web service
(CCL) is configured to be accessed by an adapter service
of a local IP network via an outbound HTTPS-connection
to a pre-defined URL pointing to the web server which
provides the communication web service (CCL), wherein
said adapter service is acting as a gateway for fieldbus
tools located in the local IP network; and wherein the
communication web service (CCL) is configured to be
accessed by a gateway IP device of a further local IP
network via an outbound HTTPS-connection to the pre-
defined URL pointing to the web server which provides
the communication web service (CCL), wherein the gate-
way IP device is interfaced to a fieldbus connecting field-
bus devices; and
wherein the communication web service (CCL) is provid-
ing a tunnel connection between the adapter service and
a fieldbus device to provide a fieldbus tool access to a
fieldbus device.
[0011] The object is also achieved by a client, config-
ured to initiate an outbound HTTPS-connection to a pre-
defined URL pointing to a web server which provides a
communication web service (CCL) hosted by a server;
wherein the client is acting as a gateway for providing
access to an IP network.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0012] The above-mentioned and other concepts of
the present invention will now be addressed with refer-
ence to the drawings of the preferred embodiments of
the present invention. The shown embodiments are in-
tended to illustrate, but not to limit the invention. The
drawings contain the following figures, in which like num-
bers refer to like parts throughout the description and
drawings and wherein:

FIG 1 illustrates a known VPN communication mech-
anism between building automation devices lo-

cated in different networks;

FIG 2 illustrates a first exemplary communication sce-
nario between IP devices located in different
networks using a communication web service
(CCL);

FIG 3 illustrates a second exemplary communication
scenario between IP devices located in different
networks using a communication web service
(CCL);

FIG 4 illustrates an exemplary flow chart for a method
for providing network communication between
IP devices via the Internet; and

FIG 5 illustrates an exemplary web server, configured
to host a communication web service (CCL) for
providing communication service for IP devices
via Internet.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0013] Today building automation objects or field de-
vices of a building automation system are widely dis-
persed throughout a facility or even in different facilities.
For example, an HVAC system includes temperature
sensors and ventilation damper controls as well as other
elements that are located in virtually every area of a fa-
cility. Similarly, a security system may have intrusion de-
tection, motion sensors and alarm actuators dispersed
throughout an entire building or campus.
[0014] Likewise, fire safety systems include smoke
alarms and pull stations dispersed throughout the facility.
To achieve efficient and effective building automation
system operation, there is a need to monitor the operation
of, and often communicate with, the various dispersed
building automation objects or field devices (e.g. sensors
or actors) of a building automation system.
[0015] Electrical or wireless communication media are
used in a building automation system for the exchange
of data of individual devices or parts of systems, as a rule
a number of communication networks exist, with cables,
optical data communication channels, ultrasound con-
nections, electromagnetic near fields or radio networks
able to be used, including fiber optic networks or cellular
networks for example. Examples of technologies or
standards able to be used for the said data exchange are
BACnet, LON or LonWorks® from the company ECHE-
LON, the European Installation bus EIB, KONNEX, Zig-
Bee or PROFIBUS defined by German standard DIN
19245. BACnet refers to the ANSI/ASHRAE 135-2008
building communication protocol standard, titled "BAC-
net, A Data Communication Protocol For Building Auto-
mation And Control Networks" (2008). Fieldbus devices
can also be connected via M-Bus (European Standards
EN 13757-2 and EN 13757-3), wireless M-Bus (Europe-
an Standard EN 13757-4), Modbus (IEC 61158), or other
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fieldbus protocols.
[0016] Building automation systems typically have one
or more centralized control stations in which data from
each of the dispersed building automation objects or field
devices in the system may be monitored and in which
various aspects of system operation may be controlled
and/or monitored. The control station typically includes
a computer having processing equipment, data storage
equipment, and a user interface. To allow for monitoring
and control of the dispersed building automation objects
or field devices, building automation systems often em-
ploy multi-level communication networks to communi-
cate operational and/or alarm information between op-
erating elements, such as sensors and actuators, and
the centralized control station.
[0017] One example of a building automation system
control station is the APOGEE® INSIGHT® Workstation,
available from Siemens Industry, Inc. of Buffalo Grove,
Ill., which may be used with the model APOGEE® build-
ing automation system, also available from Siemens In-
dustry, Inc. (APOGEE and INSIGHT are U.S federally
registered trademarks of Siemens Industry, Inc.) In this
system, several control stations, connected via an Eth-
ernet or another type of network, may be distributed
throughout one or more building locations, each having
the ability to monitor and control system operation. As a
consequence, different people in different locations of
the facility may monitor and control building operations.
[0018] There is a need that building automation objects
or field devices of a building automation system which
are located in different networks can communicate. Fur-
thermore there is a need that software based tools for
e.g. engineering, configuration, maintenance, browsing
data, optimizations, or data archiving of building automa-
tion objects or field devices have remote access to the
respective objects or devices.
[0019] Remote tool access today is accomplished by
introducing a virtual private network (VPN) connection
from the engineering office to the site (building).
[0020] Figure 1 illustrates a known VPN communica-
tion mechanism between exemplary BACnet devices lo-
cated in different networks. In Figure 1 the tools D1 and
D2 are nodes of network N1 and realized as BACnet
devices, e.g. capable for engineering, configuration,
maintenance, browsing data, optimizations, or data ar-
chiving of automation devices D3, D4 which are also re-
alized as BACnet devices. In Figure 1 the automation
devices D3, D4 are nodes of network N2. The networks
N1, N2 are realized as IP networks using the Internet
Protocol (IP). According the illustration in figure 1 the
network N1 comprising the tools D1, D2 is located in an
engineering office, and the network N1 comprising the
automation devices D3, D4 is located in a building (site).
Each of the networks N1, N2 has a respective VPN router
R1, R2 and a respective firewall FW1, FW2 for a com-
munication via Internet (I).
[0021] The solution with VPN mechanism has the fol-
lowing drawbacks:

- Special HW Installation on site required for VPN
Router. This is increasing HW-costs.

- Device configuration required. This means higher in-
stallation efforts.

- Firewall configuration required to allow inbound traf-
fic on VPN port.

- A VPN mechanism provides access to the whole net-
work in a building. This can be a security issue.

- Multiple VPN connections must be initiated to access
various sites.

- Respective firewalls must be configured on either
engineering office or building site to enable VPN con-
nection.

[0022] Figure 2 illustrates a first exemplary communi-
cation scenario between IP devices located in different
networks using a communication web service (CCL). The
communication web service CCL (Cloud Communication
Layer) provides communication service for IP devices
via the Internet. IP devices are devices which are capable
to communicate based on the Internet Protocol (IP), for
example based on TCP/IP, IPv4, or IPv6. The commu-
nication web service CCL is implemented by using one
or more servers S1. Advantageously the one or more
servers S1 are implemented in a cloud infrastructure CL.
[0023] The communication web service (CCL) is con-
figured to be accessed by an adapter service AS1, AS2
of a local IP network N3, N4 via an outbound HTTPS-
connection to a pre-defined URL (Uniform Resource Lo-
cator) pointing to a web server S1 which provides the
communication web service (CCL), wherein said adapter
service AS1, AS2 is acting as a gateway for fieldbus tools
T1 - T4 located in the local IP network N3, N4. Further-
more the communication web service (CCL) is configured
to be accessed by a gateway IP device ID1, ID2 of a
further local IP network N5, N6 via an outbound HTTPS-
connection to the pre-defined URL pointing to the web
server S1 which provides the communication web service
(CCL), wherein the gateway IP device ID1, ID2 is inter-
faced to a fieldbus FB1, FB2 connecting fieldbus devices
FDX, FDY, FDZ.
[0024] The communication web service (CCL) can also
be accessed by an IP device ID1, ID2 which is configured
to be acting as a gateway of a further local IP network
N5, N6. The IP device ID1, ID2 which acts as a gateway
provides the outbound HTTPS-connection to the pre-de-
fined URL pointing to the web server S1.
[0025] The communication web service (CCL) pro-
vides a tunnel connection between the adapter service
AS1, AS2 and a fieldbus device FDX, FDY, FDZ to enable
a fieldbus tool T1 - T4 having access to a fieldbus device
FDX, FDY, FDZ.
[0026] The fieldbus devices FDX, FDY, FDZ can be
sensors or actuators. Examples of typical field devices
are temperature and humidity sensors, air quality sen-
sors, pressure sensors, flow meters, electricity meters,
heat meters, brightness sensors, fire alarms, intrusion
alarms, alarm or sprinkler devices, drives for hot water
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valves, thermostat valves, ventilation flaps or blinds, light
switches, smart card readers or devices for detecting bi-
ometric data.
[0027] In the exemplary scenario illustrated in figure 2
the fieldbus devices FDX, FDY are connected by the ex-
emplary fieldbus FB1 with IP-Device A (ID1). IP-Device
A (ID1) is a node or subscriber of the local IP network
N5 (e.g. a LAN). The local IP network N5 is installed and
located in an exemplary hospital site.
[0028] In the exemplary scenario illustrated in figure 2
the fieldbus device FDZ is connected by the exemplary
fieldbus FB2 with IP-Device B (ID2). IP-Device B (ID2)
is a node or subscriber of the local IP network N6 (e.g.
a LAN). The local IP network N6 is installed and located
in an exemplary school site.
[0029] IP-Device A (ID1) is a gateway IP device for
local IP network N5 and IP-Device B (ID2) is a gateway
IP device for local IP network N6. The local IP networks
N5, N6 can have more than one gateway IP devices in
each case. The communication web service (CCL) can
be accessed by the gateway IP devices ID1, ID2 by an
outbound HTTPS-connection to the pre-defined URL
pointing to the web server S1 hosting the communication
web service (CCL).
[0030] In the exemplary scenario illustrated in figure 2
the local IP network N3 is located in an exemplary engi-
neering office. The exemplary engineering office has one
or more engineering computers (e.g. engineering PC)
with tools T1 - T3 for configuring and/or engineering field-
bus devices. Often the fieldbus devices FDX, FDY, FDZ
are located in remote sites and in remote and different
networks. In figure 2 the tools T1 - T3 are installed on an
exemplary engineering PC (Personal Computer). A tool
can be for instance an ETS (Engineering Tool Software)
for planning and configuring KNX systems comprising
KNX devices. The exemplary engineering PC can also
comprise tools for configuring further or other fieldbus
devices, e.g. fieldbus devices which are used in a M-Bus-
System or in a Modbus-System.
[0031] The engineering PC is a node of the local IP
network N3. The engineering PC comprises the adapter
service AS1 which is acting as a gateway for the fieldbus
device engineering or configuring tools T1 - T3 in the
local IP network N3. Advantageously the adapter service
AS1 is implemented as a software program which can
be started if an Internet connection is required. The
adapter service AS1 is configured to initiate an outbound
HTTPS-connection to a pre-defined URL pointing to the
web server S1 which provides the communication web
service (CCL). The communication web service (CCL) is
creating a tunnel connection between the adapter service
AS1 and one or more fieldbus devices FDX, FDY, FDZ
located in remote sites. Therefore the fieldbus tools T1 -
T3 have access to the respective fieldbus devices. A tool
user can operate from any place as long as he has got
access to the Internet I.
[0032] In the exemplary scenario illustrated in figure 2
the local IP network N4 is located in an exemplary home

office. The exemplary home office has one or more en-
gineering computers (e.g. engineering PC) with tool T4
for configuring and/or engineering fieldbus devices. The
engineering PC of the home office is a node of the local
IP network N4. The engineering PC comprises the adapt-
er service AS2 which is acting as a gateway for the ex-
emplary fieldbus device configuring tool T4 in the local
IP network N4. Advantageously the adapter service AS2
is implemented as a software program which can be start-
ed if an Internet connection is required. The adapter serv-
ice AS2 could also be implemented as firmware.
[0033] The adapter service AS2 is configured to initiate
an outbound HTTPS-connection to a pre-defined URL
pointing to the web server S1 which provides the com-
munication web service (CCL).
[0034] The communication web service (CCL) is cre-
ating a tunnel connection between the adapter service
AS2 and one or more fieldbus devices FDX, FDY, FDZ
located in remote sites. Therefore the fieldbus device
configuring tool T4 has access to the respective fieldbus
devices, which can be located in remote sites.
[0035] The tools T1 - T4 are used for engineering, con-
figuration, maintenance, browsing data, optimizations,
data archiving, etc. The tools T1 - T4 can be located in
a remote engineering office or a home office. These tools
T1 - T4 have remote access to the fieldbus devices via
the communication web service CCL.
[0036] The firewalls FW3 - FW6 need only to be con-
figured to let outbound traffic (out of one of the networks
N3 - N6) pass. The firewalls FW3 - FW6 require no con-
figuration for inbound traffic (into one of the networks N3
- N6).
[0037] The adapter services AS1, AS2, and the gate-
way IP-Devices ID1, ID2 are configured to act as clients
C1 - C4 regarding the communication web service (CCL)
hosted by one or more web server S1.
[0038] Advantageously a client C1 - C4 is configured
to initiate an outbound HTTPS-connection to a pre-de-
fined URL pointing to the web server S1 which provides
a communication web service (CCL) hosted by the server
S1, and wherein a client C1 - C4 is acting as a gateway
for providing access to the respective IP network N3 -
N6. The communication web service (CCL) can be im-
plemented based on a classic client-server-arcitecture.
[0039] Advantageously the client C1, C2 is acting as
a gateway for fieldbus tools T1 - T4 in the respective IP
network N3, N4 to have access to the Internet. In engi-
neering environments the client can be realized as adapt-
er service AS1, AS2 running on an Engineering PC (Per-
sonal Computer, laptop, etc.) within the respective IP net-
work N3, N4.
[0040] Advantageously the client C3, C4 is a gateway
IP device ID1, ID2 in an IP network N5, N6, wherein the
gateway IP device is interfaced to a fieldbus FB1, FB2
connecting fieldbus devices FDX, FDY, FDZ.
[0041] The text boxes TB1, TB2 indicate by which tech-
nical means and/or protocols the communication web
service (CCL) can be accessed by the clients C1 - C4:
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WebSockets, HTTPS, TCP/IP.
[0042] Advantageously the communication web serv-
ice CCL is hosted on one or more servers S1 outside of
the IP devices ID1, ID2. Advantageously the communi-
cation web service CCL is hosted on one or more servers
S1 outside of the Engineering PC. Advantageously the
one or more servers S1 hosting the communication web
service CCL and providing this communication service
to IP devices are implemented in a cloud computing in-
frastructure.
[0043] On building sites building automation devices
(e.g. IP devices, fieldbus devices) are used e.g. for con-
trolling HVAC functionality. The tools for engineering or
configuring the fieldbus automation devices can be lo-
cated in a remote engineering office or a home office.
These tools have remote access to the fieldbus automa-
tion devices via the communication web service CCL.
[0044] Advantageously the communication web serv-
ice CCL is based on in-memory data grid frameworks
and/or on persistency frameworks. An in-memory data
base uses primarily the main memory (RAM, random ac-
cess memory; especially non-volatile RAM) of a compu-
ter system for data storage. This allows fast data access
times. A data grid framework or a data grid architecture
makes it possible to have access to geographically dis-
tributed data, even scattered over different networks. An
in-memory data grid framework can be used be used for
distributed data storage or distributed data processing.
[0045] In computer technology a persistency (or per-
sistence) framework supports and automates storing of
data. For example a persistence framework moves data
to and from a permanent data storage. Normally a per-
sistency (or persistence) framework is realized as mid-
dleware software.
[0046] Advantageously one of the IP device ID1, ID2
is a building automation device and is a node of a local
building automation network N5, N6, and said building
automation device is configured to be acting as a gateway
device (IP device) for further IP devices of the local build-
ing automation network N5, N6. In figure 2 the networks
N5, N6 are in each case located on a building site (e.g.
hospital or school) and the automation respective IP de-
vice ID1, ID2 is acting as a gateway to the Internet I. Via
this gateway further IP devices or fieldbus devices of the
respective network N5, N6 have access to the commu-
nication web service CCL. The communication web serv-
ice CCL is acting as a communication mechanism to pro-
vide communication between IP devices located in dif-
ferent networks.
[0047] Advantageously the communication web serv-
ice CCL provides communication services for more than
one local building automation networks N3 - N5, wherein
in each of the local building automation networks N3 -
N6 one of the building automation IP devices D5 - D9 is
configured to be acting as a gateway IP device for further
IP devices of the respective local building automation
network N3 - N6. So it is possible that the communication
web service CCL provides communication between dif-

ferent network topologies.
[0048] Advantageously the communication web serv-
ice (CCL) is configured to maintain a list of access rights
that define which users have access to which building
automation network N3 - N6. This allows that different
levels of access can be assigned to different users or
user groups.
[0049] Advantageously the communication web serv-
ice (CCL) provides a web-based user interface (IO, see
figure 5) to manage the access rights by a user. For ex-
ample an authorized user can manage the access rights
via a web browser.
[0050] The communication web service (CCL) is real-
ized as a software service that is hosted on one or more
servers S1 outside of the participating components. This
means that neither the IP devices ID1, ID2 nor the Engi-
neering PC (hosting the tools) are used to implement the
communication web service (CCL). From both the site
and engineering office respectively home office, out-
bound WebSocket connections are used only. No special
firewall rules are required since standard firewalls FW3
- FW6 are configured to let outbound HTTPS traffic pass.
Advantageously the CCL service maintains a connection
proxy and adds the unique device address to an internal
list of accessible IP devices ID1, ID2.
[0051] Advantageously the communication web serv-
ice (CCL) maintains a list of access rights that define
what tool users have access to which building automation
network N5, N6. This list of access rights can be managed
by a web user interface or by other means of the com-
munication web service (CCL). If the user is granted ac-
cess to the local building automation network the user is
establishing a connection between the tool T1 - T4 and
the gateway IP device ID1, ID2. If the connection is es-
tablished, the CCL web service provides access to the
fieldbus FB1, FB2. Since all gateway devices ID1, ID2
initiate the connection to the communication web service
(CCL), they are permanently connected and keep up their
connection as long as they are connected to the Internet.
There is no need for a special inbound firewall rule that
would expose any server ports of the site.
[0052] By introducing a communication web service
(CCL) that is hosted on one or more servers S1 outside
of the participating components, no VPN or direct IP con-
nections are required anymore. From both, the site and
engineering office, only outbound WebSocket connec-
tions are used.
[0053] The basic idea of the underlying invention is that
a device in a local IP network initiates an outbound HT-
TPS connection to a pre-defined URL that points to a
web server which provides a communication web service
(CCL). No special firewall rules are required since stand-
ard firewalls are configured to let outbound HTTPS traffic
pass.
[0054] Many 3rd party engineering tools for engineer-
ing fieldbus devices do exist, e.g. ETS for engineering of
KNX fieldbus devices). These are given tools and it is
not possible to change the application. To support these
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tools (means to give these tools access to remotely lo-
cated fieldbus devices) an independent service AS1, AS2
(adapter service) is activated and running on the same
machine (e.g. Engineering PC) as the respective tool T1
- T4 is running.
[0055] This "Remote Tool Service" AS1, AS2 initiates
an outbound HTTPS connection to the same CCL Serv-
ice. The user selects a Site on the Remote Tool Service
Interface. The "Remote Tool Service" AS1, AS2 creates
a tunnel to the selected IP device ID1, ID2 and provides
sockets on localhost for the tools T1 - T2.
[0056] The tools T1 - T4 connect to the sockets pro-
vided by the respective Remote Tool Service AS1, AS2.
The service AS1, AS2 receives the data from the tools
T1 - T4 and tunnels the protocols trough the WebSocket
connection.
[0057] The tool user can operate from any place as
long as he has got access to the Internet.
[0058] The communication web service (CCL) main-
tains a list of access rights which defines which users
have access to a specific IP device ID1, ID2 or a specific
fieldbus device FDX, FDY, FDZ. This list of access rights
can be managed by a web user interface or by other
means of the communication web service (CCL). If the
user connects the adapter service AS1, AS2, connectivity
between the tool T1 - T4 and the gateway IP device ID1,
ID2 is established in the CCL service to provide access
to the requested socket on the IP device ID1, ID2. Since
all gateway IP devices initiate the connection to the com-
munication web service (CCL), and are permanently con-
nected and kept up their connection as long as they are
connected to the Internet, there is no need for a special
inbound firewall rule that would expose any server ports
of the site.
[0059] The communication web service (CCL) acts as
a hub, switch, or reverseProxy and does not need to know
any protocol details. The application layer communica-
tion for any device or tool is equal to the communication
as if the tools and the devices were part of the same
network or connected over VPN.
[0060] The communication web service (CCL) is able
to forward any TCP and UDP traffic. With this setup it is
possible for instance to engineer S-Mode objects on a
remote KNX device with the ETS.
[0061] It is possible to open multiple tunnels to different
devices at the same time.
[0062] The CCL service software is implemented to
make use of software that is used in typical cloud com-
puting environments. This allows scaling of the CCL serv-
ice solution if the number of connected devices or tool
connections exceeds the memory or computing power
of a single server/node. The CCL service runs in a public
or private cloud.
[0063] The CCL service software is not limited to inter-
link tools and IP devices. It can also be used to establish
connections between IP devices, i.e. enhance an existing
network of devices that are geographically disconnected
(e.g. building B and building C).

[0064] The communication web service (CCL) espe-
cially saves travel costs and reaction time. Furthermore
the communication web service (CCL) provides secured
and controlled remote access to the sites.
[0065] In the first exemplary communication scenario
illustrated in figure 2 the web service CCL is directly con-
nected to the respective local IP networks N5, N6 located
in the sites (exemplary hospital site, school site). This
physical connection can be realized for example by suit-
able switches, bridges, or routers. The IP-Device A (ID1)
and the IP-Device B (ID2) are acting in each case as
gateways comprising the respective CCL clients C3, C4.
[0066] Figure 3 illustrates a second exemplary com-
munication scenario between IP devices located in dif-
ferent networks using a communication web service
(CCL). The communication scenario of figure 3 corre-
sponds to the scenario described in figure 2. The differ-
ence is that in the second exemplary communication sce-
nario illustrated in figure 3 the web service CCL is phys-
ically and logically connected to the respective local IP
networks N5, N6 located in the sites (exemplary hospital
site, school site) via the respective IP gateways devices
ID1 (Device A) or ID2 (Device C). From the IP gateways
devices ID1 (Device A) or ID2 (Device C) the HTTPS
outbound connection to the communication web service
(CCL) is established.
[0067] In the exemplary communication scenario illus-
trated in figure 3 Device A (ID1) is acting as a physical
and logical gateway for the local IP network N5. Further-
more Device A (ID1) is connected to the fieldbus FB3
(e.g. KNX Bus). The field devices FBD1, FBD2 are con-
nected to the fieldbus FB3.
[0068] Via the communication web service (CCL) an
engineering tool T1 - T4 (e.g. ETS) has access to the
respective fieldbus devices FBD1, FBD2. This enables
a remote access e.g. to configure the respective fieldbus
devices FBD1, FBD2.
[0069] Figure 4 illustrates an exemplary flow chart for
a method for providing network communication between
IP devices via the Internet, wherein the IP devices are
located in different local IP networks, and wherein at least
one of the IP devices is a gateway IP device connected
to a fieldbus (e.g. KNX Bus). The method comprises the
steps:

(ST1) starting an adapter service within an IP net-
work, wherein the adapter service is configured to
initiate an outbound HTTPS-connection to a pre-de-
fined URL pointing to a web server which provides
a communication web service (CCL), and wherein
said adapter service is acting as a gateway for field-
bus tools in the respective IP network;
(ST2) initiating an outbound HTTPS-connection to
the pre-defined URL pointing to the web server which
provides the communication web service (CCL) by
a gateway IP device which is interfaced to a fieldbus
connecting fieldbus devices; and
(ST3) creating a tunnel connection between the
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adapter service and a fieldbus device via the com-
munication web service (CCL) to provide a fieldbus
tool access to a fieldbus device.

[0070] Advantageously the communication web serv-
ice (CCL) provides communication services for one or
more building automation networks. The communication
web service (CCL) can provide hub- and/or switch-func-
tionality between the participating networks. Advanta-
geously the gateway IP device is a node of fieldbus net-
work.
[0071] Advantageously the communication web serv-
ice (CCL) provides multiple tunnels to different IP devices
or different fieldbus devices at the same time. This in-
creases the productivity of the users of the engineering
tools.
[0072] Advantageously the communication web serv-
ice (CCL) is hosted on one or more servers outside of
the participating components (networks). The communi-
cation web service (CCL) can be implemented independ-
ently of the networks and the IP devices or fieldbus de-
vices within the networks.
[0073] Advantageously the communication web serv-
ice (CCL) is based on in-memory data grid frameworks
and persistency frameworks. This allows a scalability of
the communication web service (CCL) regarding the
number of networks or IP devices to be connected and
managed by the communication web service (CCL). Op-
tionally the communication web service (CCL) can also
be scaled or adapted regarding the number the fieldbus
devices to be managed.
[0074] Advantageously the communication between
any of the fieldbus tools and the respective fieldbus de-
vice is controlled by the communication web service
(CCL). The controlling can be performed regarding the
access rights of users of the engineering tools and/or
regarding the current or expected traffic and/or regarding
the current or expected access requests to fieldbus de-
vices. The communication web service (CCL) controls
this communication, for instance based on lists of access
rights. Therefore the communication web service (CCL)
controls which tool (e.g. engineering tool) has access to
which local IP network and in each case to which fieldbus
device.
[0075] Advantageously the communication web serv-
ice (CCL) maintains a list of access rights that define
which users have access to which IP device or fieldbus
device. This allows that different levels of access can be
assigned to different users or user groups.
[0076] Advantageously the list of access rights is man-
aged by a web-based user interface. This enables an
authorized user to manage the access rights from tools
to fieldbus devices via a commercially available web
browser.
[0077] The communication web service (CCL) can be
realized as a software service that is hosted on one or
more servers outside of the participating components.
This means that the IP devices to be connected need not

to be used to implement the communication web service
(CCL).
[0078] Figure 5 illustrates an exemplary web server
S2, configured to host a communication web service
(CCL) for providing communication service between IP
devices via the Internet I,
wherein the communication web service (CCL) is config-
ured to be accessed by an adapter service AS3, AS4 of
a local IP network N7, N8 via an outbound HTTPS-con-
nection to a pre-defined URL pointing to the web server
S2 which provides the communication web service
(CCL), wherein said adapter service AS3, AS4 is acting
as a gateway for fieldbus tools T5 - T9 located in the local
IP network N7, N8; and
wherein the communication web service (CCL) is config-
ured to be accessed by a IP device ID4, ID5 of a further
local IP network N9 via an outbound HTTPS-connection
to the pre-defined URL pointing to the web server S2
which provides the communication web service (CCL),
wherein the IP device ID4, ID5 is interfaced to a fieldbus
connecting fieldbus devices FBD3, FBD4; and
wherein the communication web service (CCL) is provid-
ing a tunnel connection between the adapter service
AS3, AS4 and a fieldbus device FBD3, FBD4 to provide
a fieldbus tool T5 - T9 access to a fieldbus device FBD3,
FBD4.
[0079] The exemplary web server S2 comprises a
processor P, a memory M, communication means CM,
and input/output means IO. Advantageously the server
S2 is implemented in a cloud infrastructure. For providing
the communication web service (CCL) also more than
one server S2 can be used.
[0080] The communication web service (CCL) pro-
vides the URL (Unique Resource Locator) which can be
accessed by the IP devices D5, D6 and the respective
adapter service AS3, AS4. The tools T5 - T9 can be en-
gineering tools located e.g. in engineering offices.
[0081] Advantageously the fieldbus device FBD3,
FBD4 are configured to control HVAC functionality in
buildings.
[0082] The invention (method, web service, web serv-
er, client) provides especially the following advantages:

• No additional hardware installation required to allow
VPN connection.

• No network or firewall configuration required (only
outbound connections on standard HTTPS port).

• Advantageously access is granted based on user
rights scheme (access list maintained in CCL).

• Centralized management of user access rights (ac-
cess list maintained in CCL).

• Access from tool can be provided from any location,
where Internet is available (only outbound connec-
tions on standard HTTPS port).
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• Reduced complexity of the set-up leads to less train-
ing effort for installation and configuration engineers,
which are normally no computer network experts.
This means cost savings.

• Reduced complexity of the set-up leads to less errors
or wrong configurations. This means less field sup-
port tickets.

• No firewall rule changes and no additional network
hardware imply better customer acceptance and bet-
ter compliance with IT security policies. This holds
also for projects in security sensitive areas.

• In case of field issues it is possible to instantly change
the access rights to building automation devices, at
a central place in the CCL. This is required if the
person that normally maintains the device is not
available in the critical moment. This implies faster
resolution of problems and a good reputation at the
customer.

[0083] Method, communication web service, web serv-
er, and client for providing communication service for IP
devices via Internet, wherein the communication web
service (CCL) is configured to be accessed by an adapter
service of a local IP network via an outbound HTTPS-
connection to a pre-defined URL pointing to a web server
which provides the communication web service (CCL),
wherein said adapter service is acting as a gateway for
fieldbus tools located in the local IP network; and wherein
the communication web service (CCL) is further config-
ured to be accessed by a gateway IP device of a further
local IP network via an outbound HTTPS-connection to
the pre-defined URL pointing to the web server which
provides the communication web service (CCL), wherein
the gateway IP device is interfaced to a fieldbus connect-
ing fieldbus devices; and wherein the communication
web service (CCL) is providing a tunnel connection be-
tween the adapter service and a fieldbus device to pro-
vide a fieldbus tool access to a fieldbus device.

Reference Signs

[0084]

N1 - N9 Network
D1 - D4 Device
AS1 - AS4 Adapter Service
FW1 - FW6 Firewall
C1 - C4 Client
CL Cloud
I Internet
T1 - T9 Tool
ID1 - ID5 IP Device
FDX, FDY, FDZ Fieldbus Device
FDB1 - FDB4 Fieldbus Device
FB1 - FB3 Fieldbus

S1 - S2 Server
P Processor
M Memory
CM Communication Means
IO Input/Output Means
CCL Cloud Communication Layer
IP Internet Protocol
TB1 - TB2 Text Box
ST1 - ST3 Step

Claims

1. A method for providing network communication be-
tween IP devices (D1 - D6, ID1 - ID3) via the Internet
(I), wherein the IP devices (D1 - D6, ID1 - ID3) are
located in different local IP networks (N1 - N9), and
wherein at least one of the IP devices (D1 - D6, ID1
- ID3) is a gateway IP device (ID1, ID2) connected
to a fieldbus, the method comprising:

starting an adapter service (AS1 - AS4) within
an IP network (N1 - N9), wherein the adapter
service (AS1 - AS4) is configured to initiate an
outbound HTTPS-connection to a pre-defined
URL pointing to a web server (S1, S2) which
provides a communication web service (CCL),
and wherein said adapter service (AS1 - AS4)
is acting as a gateway for fieldbus tools (T1 -
T9) in the respective IP network (N1 - N9);
initiating an outbound HTTPS-connection to the
pre-defined URL pointing to the web server (S1,
S2) which provides the communication web
service (CCL) by a gateway IP device (ID1, ID2)
which is interfaced to a fieldbus (FB1 - FB3) con-
necting fieldbus devices (FDX, FDY, FDZ, FDB1
- FDB4); and
creating a tunnel connection between the adapt-
er service and a fieldbus device (FDX, FDY,
FDZ, FDB1 - FDB4) via the communication web
service (CCL) to provide a fieldbus tool (T1 - T9)
access to a fieldbus device (FDX, FDY, FDZ,
FDB1 - FDB4) .

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the communication
web service (CCL) provides multiple tunnels to dif-
ferent devices at the same time.

3. The method according to one of the preceding
claims, wherein the gateway IP device is a node of
a building automation IP network (N1 - N9).

4. The method according to one of the preceding
claims, wherein the communication web service
(CCL) is hosted on one or more servers (S1, S2)
outside of the participating components.

5. The method according to one of the preceding
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claims, wherein the communication web service
(CCL) is based on in-memory data grid frameworks
and persistency frameworks.

6. The method according to one of the preceding
claims, wherein the communication between any of
the fieldbus tools (T1 - T9) and the respective field-
bus device (FDX, FDY, FDZ, FDB1 - FDB4) is con-
trolled by the communication web service (CCL).

7. The method according to one of the preceding
claims, wherein the communication service (CCL)
maintains a list of access rights that define which
users have access to which fieldbus device (FDX,
FDY, FDZ, FDB1 - FDB4).

8. The method according to claim 7, wherein the list of
access rights is managed by a web-based user in-
terface.

9. A communication web service (CCL) for providing
communication service between IP devices via the
Internet (I),
wherein the communication web service (CCL) is
configured to be accessed by an adapter service
(AS1 - AS4) of a local IP network via an outbound
HTTPS-connection to a pre-defined URL pointing to
a web server (S1, S2) which provides the communi-
cation web service (CCL), wherein said adapter serv-
ice (AS1 - AS4) is acting as a gateway for fieldbus
tools located in the local IP network (N1 - N9); and
wherein the communication web service (CCL) is
configured to be accessed by a gateway IP device
(ID1, ID2) of a further local IP network via an out-
bound HTTPS-connection to the pre-defined URL
pointing to the web server (S1, S2) which provides
the communication web service (CCL), wherein the
gateway IP device (ID1, ID2) is interfaced to a field-
bus connecting fieldbus devices (FDX, FDY, FDZ,
FDB1 - FDB4); and
wherein the communication web service (CCL) is
providing a tunnel connection between the adapter
service (AS1 - AS4) and a fieldbus device (FDX,
FDY, FDZ, FDB1 - FDB4) to provide a fieldbus tool
(T1 - T9) access to the fieldbus device (FDX, FDY,
FDZ, FDB1 - FDB4).

10. The communication web service according to claim
9, wherein the communication web service (CCL) is
hosted on one or more servers (S1, S2) outside of
the IP devices.

11. The communication web service according to claim
9 or claim 10, wherein the communication web serv-
ice (CCL) is based on in-memory data grid frame-
works and persistency frameworks.

12. The communication web service according to one of

the claims 9 to 11, wherein the gateway IP device
(ID1, ID2) is a node of a building automation IP net-
work (N1 - N9).

13. The communication web service according to one of
the claims 9 to 12, wherein the communication web
service (CCL) provides multiple tunnels to different
IP devices at the same time.

14. The communication web service according to one of
the claims 9 to 13, wherein the communication web
service (CCL) is configured to maintain a list of ac-
cess rights that define which fieldbus tools (T1 - T9)
have access to which fieldbus device (FDX, FDY,
FDZ, FDB1 - FDB4).

15. A web server (S1, S2), configured to host a commu-
nication web service (CCL) for providing communi-
cation service between IP devices via the Internet (I),
wherein the communication web service (CCL) is
configured to be accessed by an adapter service
(AS1 - AS4) of a local IP network via an outbound
HTTPS-connection to a pre-defined URL pointing to
the web server (S1, S2) which provides the commu-
nication web service (CCL), wherein said adapter
service (AS1 - AS4) is acting as a gateway for field-
bus tools (T1 - T9) located in the local IP network; and
wherein the communication web service (CCL) is
configured to be accessed by a gateway IP device
of a further local IP network via an outbound HTTPS-
connection to the pre-defined URL pointing to the
web server (S1, S2) which provides the communi-
cation web service (CCL), wherein the gateway IP
device is interfaced to a fieldbus connecting fieldbus
devices (FDX, FDY, FDZ, FDB1 - FDB4); and
wherein the communication web service (CCL) is
providing a tunnel connection between the adapter
service (AS1 - AS4) and a fieldbus device (FDX,
FDY, FDZ, FDB1 - FDB4) to provide a fieldbus tool
(T1 - T9) access to the fieldbus device (FDX, FDY,
FDZ, FDB1 - FDB4).

16. A client (C1 - C4), configured to initiate an outbound
HTTPS-connection to a pre-defined URL pointing to
a web server (S1, S2) which provides a communi-
cation web service (CCL) hosted by a server (S1,
S2); wherein the client (C1 - C4) is acting as a gate-
way for providing access to an IP network.

17. The client (C1 - C4) according to claim 16, wherein
the client (C1 - C4) is acting as a gateway for fieldbus
tools (T1 - T9) in the respective IP network.

18. The client (C1 - C4) according to claim 16, wherein
the client is a gateway IP device in an IP network,
wherein the gateway IP device (ID1, ID2) is inter-
faced to a fieldbus (FB1 - FB3) connecting fieldbus
devices (FDX, FDY, FDZ, FDB1 - FDB4) .
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